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Your One-Stop Shop for Seamlessly Integrated, Comprehensive and Intelligent Energy-Operations Solutions

Dear
Valued Partners and Friends,
It has been a very busy and exciting
30th Anniversary year at K & K!
We truly appreciate each and every one of
you and look forward to another great year!
We wish you, your families , co-workers and
friends a very Merry Christmas, Happy
Hanukkah and a Joyous and Safe New Year!
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BASIC K-FACTOR TRAINING
 What is a K-Factor?
 What is a Degree-Day?
 What is Daily Use?
 What are Examples
January 10th (10 AM/2 PM)
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A Time For Thanks!
The entire K & K Management
Solutions Team wishes you, your
family and friends a very safe and
Happy Thanksgiving!

2017 Conventions
 M-PACT (Booth #821)
Indianapolis (April 18-20, 2017)
 Southeast Expo (Booth #1123)
Nashville (April 21-23, 2017)
 Western Propane Convention
Reno (May 17-19, 2017)

This is the time of year to cherish
everything that we have to be
thankful for in our lives. Thank
you very much for being a Valued
Partner, Associate or Friend.

CRITICAL BACKUP ISSUE!

New Features!
 Energy-Service can now
track serial numbers and inventory more efficiently.
 Energy-Track has new meter
reading collection capabilities,
recurring billing and tank rental
processing improvements.

If your backup program looks for date or time stamp changes, you may
have issues with restoring the backup if a catastrophe occurs. Why?



PSQL (by default) does not update the date or time stamp on files
until they are closed by all users. If you have users that never log
out of Energy Force, date and time stamps will never be updated
which may create serious backup issues!



Here are some resources available to help with ensuring a proper backup: Actian
(Pervasive, www.actian.com) or Goldstar Software (www.goldstarsoftware.com).

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
It is finally starting to get cold in
many areas of the country! My
team and I are always ready to
help you to be more productive
and profitable, especially during
the critical heating season. I’m
also very excited about our new
Pay2Day partnership that will
help transform your business.
I would personally like to thank
each of you for your support and
wish you Happy Thanksgiving! As
always, thanks for being a Valued
K & K Partner!

Karla
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Mobile Computing Is Here!
Ready to increase your cash flow? If you were at our User Meeting & Conference in Saint
Louis, you heard a dynamic presentation from Chris Brunner, CEO of Pay2Day Solutions about
the future of mobile computing and how it can help your business. We are excited and proud to
partner with Pay2Day Solutions to help you dramatically increase cash flow from your customers by utilizing texting for critical messages, requesting a delivery, and payments.
Mobile computing is now the preferred payment method from customers and is the future of
business! Pay2Day Solutions works seamlessly with Energy-Commerce and is on the forefront of mobile computing with many established customers, including the airline industry.
Please contact Mat Jones, VP-Sales at (800) 783-6560, ext. 292 or mjones@kkcomp.com if
you would like to establish a closer relationship with your customers and improve cash-flow!
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Housekeeping Office Tips ‘Before the Season’
The winter season will be here very soon. We want to be sure you are running at
maximum capacity. Here are some tips and tricks that will help you be ready . . .

 Route Reports
2017 Conventions
 M-PACT
Indianapolis (April 18-20, 2017)
 Southeast Expo
Nashville (April 21-23, 2017)
 Wester Propane Convention
Reno (May 17-19, 2017)

Time-Saving Tip!

 Tanks Not Plotted

Run the route scheduling report located in
the Route Scheduling\Route Reports and
review periodically to ensure tanks are not
getting missed for a delivery.

 Julian Export
Located in Reports\Tank Analysis Report

Menu. Displays all Julians with their next
delivery date. Review the report to ensure
the schedules are setup properly.

 Daily Reminder  RTM

 Having trouble printing tickets
on your truck computer with
Adobe DC? Consider rolling
back to Adobe XI (see back).

Karla’s Korner

Verify that Remote Tank Monitor reads are
importing each day by accessing the Meter
Menu\Import RTM Reads\View Remote

Tank Read Audit. Readings are listed in
ascending order with the most recent reads
at the end of the list. (Press Ctrl + End).

 Daily Reminder  SDD

Dear Valued K & K Partners,
We want you to fully utilize everything Energy-Force and the
Suite Of Products has to offer
before the first snow flies!
And, be sure you don’t miss our
dynamic E-Commerce Webinars
this week, hosted by Mat Jones
and Chris Brunner from Pay2Day.
I am also very pleased to welcome
Ryan as the newest member of
the K & K software support team.
As always, your suggestions or
comments are always appreciated
and very much welcomed.
Thanks for being a K & K Partner!

Karla

Review the Degree Day dashboard each
morning to verify degrees have updated for
each region. For those that manually
enter degree day reads, enter readings for
each calendar day. DO NOT skip entering
weekend days and be sure degree days

are posted in the summer to ensure daily
use gallons deplete from customer tanks.

 Yearly Processes
Have you processed Year End Clear, Clock
Rollback and Roll Customer Efficiency?

Run Tanks Not Plotted Report often to verify
newly installed tanks are geo-coded. If
tanks aren’t plotted, they will not be scheduled by Optimizer Plus and will not appear
on Energy Map for routing purposes.

Management/Exception Reports Menu
 Run Daily for missing trip reports
 Review truck computer GPS Changes +.25


miles and release tanks as needed
Run other reports available to determine
if drivers are modifying prices, products,
contracts and/or taxes.

K-Factor Deviation Reports
Be sure K-Factor Deviation reports are
worked daily to improve K-Factors. Use the
K-Factor Delivery Analysis Report located
in K-Factor Reports Menu to assist with
modifications. When running the report, be
certain you are running it for a date range
that includes at least 3 deliveries per customer so the K-Factor is averaged properly
(recommend at least one full heating season).

Server Cleanup
Over time, daily zip files for Energy Track
and Mobile Service take up precious space on
your server. Contact your IT Personnel to remove old data such as zip files located in
the TLOUT and RETTLIN folders.

A Message from Gena  Welcome to Ryan as our Newest Team Member
“I would like to formally welcome Ryan as the
newest member of the K & K Support Team.
Ryan was hired in June as a Software
Support Specialist. Ryan has a great
attitude, is a quick learner and has become a valuable asset to our support team. Welcome, Ryan!”
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Housekeeping Truck Computers & Truck Tips ‘Before the Season’
Be sure to do these before the season. Every time your trucks are not on the road, or time is
spent trying to find something because of a messy cab, that is time that is not spent delivering propane or refined fuels to your customers! This is primarily a distribution business
where making efficient drops is the only way to optimize cash-flow and profitability.
These tips should make it very easy for drivers to get in their trucks every day and be totally
ready to go without any ‘housecleaning’ or other tasks that must be done. Increasing drop sizes and reducing
inefficient deliveries is a crucial part of the equation to maximize your productivity during the busy winter season. Here are some quick tips and suggestions . . .

 Run Windows updates on truck computers
Do this while in the cradle to make sure Windows is
up to date. Once it is completed be sure to turn off
automatic updating of windows.

 Verify all cable connections are solid
Great idea to make this a habit once a week (or more
in winter) to be sure your trucks are ready-to-go!

 Be sure cab hardware is free from loose debris
Such as coats, books, boxes, litter etc.

 Verify cradles are clean
Use compressed air to clean the connections where
the truck computer to the cradle. We suggest this be
done periodically to prevent any future issues.

 Check issues with the power to the truck

Having trouble printing tickets
from your truck Computer?
If you are currently using Adobe DC,
roll back Adobe DC to Adobe XI

Examples are low batteries or other connections that
are not secure or may have an issue.

 Be sure meter times adjusted when DST ends
If you are in an area that uses Daylight Savings Time,
be sure that the time is adjusted. We suggest this be
completed by your meter personnel. This year,
daylight savings time ends on Sunday, November 6, 2016 at 2:00 A.M.

Energy-Commerce
Don’t miss this exciting half-hour webinar to see our
Brand New design of Energy-Commerce and the many
ways it can improve your operations and cash flow. The
fast-paced session will include the following . . .









Mobile Friendly! (Apple, Android…)
Browser Friendly! (Safari, Explorer, Chrome, Firefox)
E-Mail and Text receipt of payments!
Seamlessly integrated into Energy-Force
Ability to set Credit Card and ACH minimums and maximums
Payments received timely to DRAMATICALLY increase your cash-flow!
Coming soon  Text billing when invoices are ready and your customers can pay by text!

Hosted by:

Mat Jones, K & K Management Solutions | Chris Brunner, Pay2Day Solutions

Dates/Times:

Tuesday, October 4, 2016 from 10:00-10:30 A.M. (Eastern Time) or
Thursday, October 6, 2016 from 2:00-2:30 P.M. (Eastern Time)

Number for Audio:

(800) 783-6560, extension 492 Pin: 1234#

Webinar Link:

https://Support.KKComp.com (then simply select the session most convenient)

Note:

The links will be available five (5) minutes before the Webinar

Primarily for:

Anyone looking to increase cash flow and productivity

Your customers
will be able to
pay the next
day with their
cell phones!
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“Do the right thing even
when no one is watching”
...it’s called integrity
K & K Events 2016
 User Meeting & Conference
Saint Louis | August 16-18

Time-Saving Tips!
 Be sure your BACKUP is done
daily and that there is integrity
of the data. Verify periodically
with your IT provider to ensure
backup is working properly.

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Thanks to everyone that attended
the User Meeting & Conference in
Saint Louis and attending the 30th
Anniversary Celebration.
It was great seeing so many of you
again, many of whom I have
known for many years. I would
especially like to thank all of you,
my ‘valued’ customers (partners)
who have made this possible.
Without you, I would not be here
to celebrate this milestone.
I am looking forward to celebrating
my 35th anniversary in 2021 and
to working with each of you, the
very best customers (and many
friends) in the entire industry!
We will not have a meeting next
year, but will have ‘Train-in-theField’ like we did in 2015. Look for
more exciting details by year-end.
Thanks, as always, for being a
Valued K & K Partner!

Karla
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This year we had a ‘Suggestion Box’ for
Enhancements and other requests.
We had over 40 suggestions from
attendees. Here are some examples:

 More Training-Lab Workshops…
 Advanced CSR/Energy-Force
 ”Work Your Data”...
 Drivers...
 Primer for new customers or





those new to Energy-Force
Custom Reports
Webinars for drivers and CSRs
Modify ticket fields….
...and many more!

We have reviewed each and every one of
your suggestions and are working hard to
follow-through as appropriate.

Thanks For Your Suggestions!

“Great facility.”
“Nice hotel in very good location.”
“Very cool all was on the same floor for all rooms.”
“It was my first one and it was good.”
“Learned a lot and had many takeaways.”
“Keep up the good work! Always good
“Planned very well.”
to be face to face with the team.”
“Very good content.”
“Would liked to have seen more
“Learned a lot, it was very informative.”
from Pay2Day and Verizon.”
“Was hoping for some more rudimentary instruction,
“Great job to all!”
but I was able to catch up pretty quick.”
“Thanks for all of your time and efforts,”
“The guest speakers were good. The info on new
“As always, K&K were great hosts, their staff was
updates was talked through very well, the dinner
very helpful, good guest speakers,
was long enough to do some networking.”
good choice of hotels and a great city to have it at.”
“My first one, thought K & K did an outstanding job.”
“Would like to have more open ended
“I like the setup this year.”
sessions between other companies and K & K.”
“Always exceeds.”
“Great to know we have chosen K & K.
“Some of it did not pertain to me, but that is ok”
Look forward to a great relationship with
the support and expertise of a great team.”
“Very informative. Would like to have been
able to attend both sessions on Tuesday.”
“Your staff is amazing and makes
everyone feel welcome and no question
“Enjoyed user (customer) speakers.”
is a dumb question, love it!!”
“Talking with others so beneficial.”
“Discussion
of our own data that
“Seeing our own data again to
was
pulled
on
the delivery side.”
compare to last User Meeting.”
“Provoking
thoughts
of
future
needs from software.”
“Would like to see super-user averages for
“Great
to
see
a
roundtable
discussion.”
new adopters to aspire towards.”
“Great
event.
Very
well
done.
Thank you.”
“Support system and how to use the
“Loved
30th
party.
A
great
tribute
to a great lady.”
software more efficient and (with) ease.”
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“Difficult Roads
Very Often Lead to
Beautiful Destinations”
K & K Events 2016
 User Meeting & Conference
Saint Louis | August 16-18

Time-Saving Tips!
 Use Professional Services for
refreshers on Suite of Products!

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
It’s not too late to register for our
User Meeting! This is the perfect
time for your staff to get refreshed
on our latest features. An employee trained by someone who is no
longer employed only ‘knows what
they know’ and often struggles to
perform. Why not send them to St.
Louis? I promise it will help on the
next heating season. Register?
cspurgeon@kkcomp.com, (800)
783-6560, x290, energy-force.com.
We are proud to feature John
Bove, Jr. and the Bove team for
their golf tournament that truly
makes a difference. I have known
John, Sr., John, Jr. and their families, along with Bove employees,
for many years. I know first-hand
of their commitment to helping
others. John, Jr. and Bove employees will speak at our User Meeting
sharing their ‘Best Practices’ to
effectively use Energy-Service™.

Making a Difference—An Inspirational Story
John Bove, Jr., President of G.A. Bove Fuels, a family run business in
Mechanicville, NY, shares an inspirational story about their annual golf
tournament that raises funds for a local hospital in nearby Albany. Like many
small businesses, Bove was often asked to make
donations to local fundraisers and charities. While
they were happy to oblige, they realized they were supporting so many
charities that it was never more than a few dollars here and there.
However, an idea began forming; one they hoped would make a larger impact and a big difference in
the lives of others. Bove decided to start their own fundraising effort in the form of an annual golf
tournament, and invited their employees, business partners and the community to participate.
The recipient of their generosity was the Bernard & Millie Duker Children’s Hospital at Albany
Medical Center. The hospital was an obvious choice
and a big part of the reason the golf tournament was
started. John Bove Jr.’s son had previously been diagnosed with cerebral palsy and has spent time as a
patient of the Children’s Hospital. While for John and
his family the hospital was only a 30 minute drive, John met other parents that
had traveled for several hours to the hospital to seek specialized treatment for their children.
John has many positive things to stay about the hospital, but the one that struck him most was the
way the hospital went above and beyond to ensure a positive experience for both the patient and his or her entire family. “I was really
impressed with how they took the time to make you comfortable.”
Some examples are gas cards, special coupons for local food places, games and books
for patient’s siblings; items that make a big
difference when a child and their family has an extended hospital stay.
That’s why Bove has designated that all funds from the golf tournament go
to support the many “extras” that help provide comfort and stress relief to families at the hospital.
And they have done just that. In the 7 years since the tournament’s inception, Bove has raised
more than $130,000 for the Children’s hospital. The first year, they raised
about $12,000. Each year the number has grown and in each of the last four
years, they have raised more than $20,000. This year’s tournament raised
$25,000 through sponsorships, 24 golfing foursomes, raffles, and putting
contests. The Children’s Hospital has asked to put Bove’s name on a plaque for
their contributions, but they politely declined. For them, it’s not about the
recognition, but the opportunity to make a difference.

Thanks for being a K & K Partner!

Karla

We commend John, Jr. and everyone at G. A. Bove Fuels
and thank them for sharing their inspirational story with us.
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2016 User Meeting & Conference Is Just Around The Corner!
Our ’Valued Partner’ User Meeting & Conference to be held at the Embassy Suites in downtown Saint Louis from
August 16-18th is less than three short weeks away!
Be sure you don’t miss this dynamic conference by registering and booking your
room at the Embassy Suites today!
The meeting has many beneficial sessions with outstanding guest speakers,
including several of our Valued K & K Partners who will share their “Best Practices”
on how they effectively use Energy-Force™ in their daily operations. Also be sure
not to miss our prime speaker, Dave Lowe, from Pro-Image Communications.
We are looking forward to an exciting three days to Inform,
Interact, Learn, Listen, Analyze (Report Card), Thrive,
Celebrate and have Fun with our many Valued Partners
throughout the county.
If you are viewing this as a PDF, simply click on the Invitation, Agenda and Registration Form image on the left. Or
visit Energy-Force.com and click on the 2016 Events Top
Menu, then on ‘2016 User Meeting’ (this will take you to
the custom User Meeting page).
On Wednesday evening we will celebrate
our 30th Anniversary with you, our Valued
Partners (and guests) at the BallPark
Village next to Busch Stadium.
And, as a special bonus when you register,
we will perform a FREE Professional Services Analysis of your delivery efficiencies based on your actual data and costs.
It will include the critical metrics you must
have to increase your efficiencies and
productivity. See example of the Excel
template you will complete at left.
Looking forward to
‘Meeting You in Saint Louis’!
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“Small Daily
Improvements are
the Key to Staggering
Long-Term Results”

Hope You Had a Great
Independence Day!
Thanks for being a Valued K & K Partner!

K & K Events 2016

From the K & K Team!

 User Meeting & Conference
Saint Louis | August 16-18

2016 User Meeting & Conference Coming Soon!

Time-Saving Tips!
 If you are a SDD user, be sure
to call us before you roll your
degree day clock back!

Our ’Valued Partner’ User Meeting & Conference to be held at the Embassy Suites in downtown
Saint Louis from August 16-18th is filling up fast! Be sure to register and book your room at the
Embassy Suites today!
The Agenda has been finalized with many dynamic sessions and speakers,
including several of our Valued K & K Partners who will share their tips on
how they effectively use Energy-Force™ in their daily operations.

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Summer is here! We are very busy
with new customers joining the
K & K family, re-caching, Professional Services, mergers and more.
We’ve already had many of our
Valued Partners sign up for our
User Meeting & Conference that
is now only six weeks away. If you
would like an Invitation, Agenda
and Registration Form, contact
Chris at cspurgeon@kkcomp.com
or at (800) 783-6560, ext. 290. She
will be glad to assist you. Or simply
visit www.energy-force.com.

We are looking forward to an exciting three days to Inform, Interact, Learn,
Listen, Analyze (Report Card), Thrive, Celebrate and have Fun with our
many Valued Partners throughout the county.
If you are viewing this as a PDF, simply click on the Invitation, Agenda and
Registration Form image on the right. Or simply visit
Energy-Force.com and click on the 2016 Events Top
Menu, then on ‘2016 User Meeting’ (this will take you
to the custom User Meeting page).
On Wednesday evening we will enjoy being with you, our
Valued Partners (and guests), at the BallPark Village
next to Busch Stadium for our 30th Anniversary Dinner,
“Thank You” and Celebration.

We’re excited about our new
regulator information and are fully
committed to ensure that you
meet all safety requirements. See
the back page for more!
Thanks so much for being a
Valued K & K Partner!

Karla
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New Regulator Enhancements (Released)
We’ve listened! Both of the new features shown below, along with our new Safety Analysis Report, will make your company more valuable (studies
show a 3-10% increase with updated and accurate safety information) and potentially reduce insurance costs (possibly 5-20%).
And, both Energy-Force™ and Energy-Track™ use the identical new selection tables!

Energy-Force™
 Easily collects standardized regulator information with new selection tables for stages and
manufacturers. This eliminates any invalid regulator or stage entries.

Energy-Track™
 Allows drivers to collect and/or update regulator information while in a shift.
Automatically updates to Energy-Force™ when the trip is posted.
(Critical for safety compliance).

Register For The User Meeting and Complete The Excel File
To Receive Your Free Confidential ‘Report Card’!
We will perform a FREE Professional Services Analysis of your delivery efficiencies based on your data and costs.
It will include the critical metrics (samples below) you must have to increase your efficiencies, EBITDA, cash-flow and bottom line.



Cost Per Gallon
(C/P/G)



Cost Per Drop
(C/P/D)



Cost Per Mile
|(C/P/M)



Gallons Per Drop
(G/P/D)



…and more!
The Excel File you will
complete and return
for customized analysis
and ‘Report Card’

The file has a
‘Read Me’ page
on how to easily
complete the Excel
input sheet.
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2016 User Meeting
& Conference
Don’t miss our ’Valued Partner’ User
Meeting & Conference to be held at
the Embassy Suites in downtown Saint
Louis from August 16-18th!

K & K Events 2016
 Optimizer Plus Workshop 2016
Indianapolis | April 5-6
 ‘Advanced CSR Training’
K & K Training Lab | May 17-18
 ‘Work Your Data for CSR’s!’
K & K Training Lab | June 21-22
 User Meeting & Conference
Saint Louis | August 16-18

The Agenda has been finalized with
many dynamic sessions and speakers
including Valued Partners who will
share how they use Energy-Force™
effectively in their daily operations.
We are looking forward to an exciting
three days to inform, interact, learn,
thrive, celebrate and have fun!
30th Celebration Dinner!

Conventions 2016
 Cenex Buyers Fair | Booth TBD
Fargo, ND | June 14-16

Time-Saving Tips!
 Great time during the summer
to consider rebalancing and
modifying your routes

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Our User Meeting & Conference in
Saint Louis this August is only 10
weeks away! This special issue
highlights many of the exciting
events at this dynamic conference.
Be sure that you and your team
are registered to take advantage of
the 18 individual sessions.

Our 30th Anniversary Celebration
Dinner and Thank You will be held
from 6:00-9:00 P.M. at BallPark Village
overlooking Busch Stadium where the
Saint Louis Cardinals play baseball
(sorry, they are out of town this week).
If you are viewing this as
a PDF, simply click on the
Invitation, Agenda and
Registration Form image on the right at your
convenience. Or simply
visit Energy-Force.com
and click on the 2016
Events Top Menu (see
below) and then User
Meeting… to go to the
custom meeting page.

Thanks for being a K & K Partner!
I’ll see you in August!
Karla
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Don’t Delay—Register Today!
Click on image below (if viewing as a PDF) to print the Invitation, Agenda and Registration
Form. Or simply go to Energy-Force.com and then 2016 Events Menu at Top.

Training Lab Workshop



“Work Your Data for CSR’s”
June 21-22, 2016
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“There’s no elevator to success.
You have to take the stairs!”

User Meeting & Conference This August!
We are finalizing our User Meeting & Conference to be held at the Embassy Suites in
downtown Saint Louis from August 16-18th (we chose Saint Louis because of its
proximity and the many options for visitors and families).

K & K Events 2016
 Optimizer Plus Workshop 2016
Indianapolis | April 5-6
 ‘Advanced CSR Training’
K & K Training Lab | May 17-18
 ‘Work Your Data!’
K & K Training Lab | June 21-22
 User Meeting & Conference
Saint Louis | August 16-18

We have many exciting workshops and “hands-on” demonstrations planned
to provide excellent take-home value. The theme this year is to ensure that
everyone is using all of the capabilities that Energy-Force™ has to offer, especially the many Reports, Variance Analysis, Efficiency Metrics and
Operations Solutions available for owners, managers, CSR’s, drivers, etc.
On Wednesday evening we will have a 30th anniversary celebration and
dinner at the BallPark Village to Thank our ‘Valued Partners’.

Conventions 2016
 Western PGA | Booth 230
Reno | May 12-14
 North Central | Booth #32
La Crosse | May 23-26
 Cenex Buyers Fair | Booth TBD
Fargo | June 14-16

Time-Saving Tips!
 Review Budget Customer balances carefully after the winter

Available
May 20, 2016

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Say hello at the Western Propane
Convention in Reno and the North
Central Convention in La Crosse.
Our User Meeting & Conference in
Saint Louis this August is only 14
weeks away! We are finalizing the
Agenda and will send soon to
review and register your team for
this dynamic conference.
Thanks for being a K & K Partner
and looking forward to seeing you
this August!
Karla

Now is a Great Time to
Clean Out Your Data Files!
Before cleaning out your data files, always be sure to back-up
your data! Please not that purging does not delete your
records, it simply places them into a separate file which is
located in Ctls93/DD85/Data.
The ‘Purge Menu’ is shown at right with the
records that you should consider purging.
Year-End’ Menu  ‘Purge Menu’
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Optimizer Plus™ 2016 a Success!
Thanks to everyone that attended Optimizer Plus™ Workshop 2016 that was held on
April 5-6, 2016. There were many informative discussions to learn ways to reduce
inefficient deliveries with real-world examples on how it devastates your bottom line.
The two-day workshop included guest speakers with real-world experiences. This year
it was held at the Holiday Inn Airport, only two miles from the Indianapplis airport. The reviews were
excellent and we will consider holding Optimizer Plus™ 2017 there next year.
Many thanks to our ‘Valued Partner’ guest speakers (all received positive ratings from the survey):



Dianne Schubert, Director of Propane, Allied Cooperative (Wisconsin)



Scott Pritzl, LP Division Manager, Country Visions Cooperative (Wisconsin)



Dave Hartley, Vice President of Energy, Country Pride Cooperative (South Dakota)

Thanks to everyone for completing the survey. Feedback is shown below. We are listening!
“I think the workshops are great. I really get a lot from talking with other users and get ideas on things we
can change in our company. It never hurts to have refresher courses because things can tend to get ‘robotic
in our day to day operations and we forget other things we can look at, such as reports that tells us how our
data is. Its nice to see faces as well”
“Very good info delivered in a way you could understand”
“Learned a lot by listening to everyone’s stories about their experiences”
“I learned about some reports I didn’t know about and my memory was refreshed on some things I forgot”
“It is always so informative and it is nice to hear other company’s successes and shortfalls”
“Listening to other cooperatives helped me understand the importance of drivers following their route”
“Benefits are networking with other users”
“Always good. Enjoy the K & K staff”
“I thought it was good and plan on attending next year”

Training Lab Workshops



Survey Responses for Optimizer Plus™ 2017
Preferred ‘Day of Week’

Survey Responses for Optimizer Plus™ 2017
Preferred ‘Month’



“Advanced Tips for SuperUsers with Energy-Force™”
May 17-18, 2016
“Work Your Data for CSR’s”
June 21-22, 2016
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“Hard work beats talent
when talent doesn’t
work hard”

‘Tis the Safety Season!
We want you to be safe. With the heating season coming to an end, this is
the perfect time to update your data with regulator information.

K & K Events

We have worked very hard to completely change and update our Safety information. Here’s a quick
summary of how you can track all safety information and increase the value of your company:

 Optimizer Plus Workshop 2016
Indianapolis | April 5-6
 User Meeting & Conference
Saint Louis | August 16-18

 Now includes a new method of collecting regulator information from Energy-Track™ and within

Conventions 2016

Energy-Force™.

 We are making it very easy for the drivers or a technician to collect this information from EnergyTrack™ . Drivers/Techs can create a shift/trip and do not even have to make a delivery, but can
collect the information and the end their shift/trip.

 Safety information is becoming more important to collect for your insurance companies every day

 M-PACT | Booth #208
Indianapolis | March 22-24
 Southeast Expo | Booth #1658
Nashville | April 8-10
 Western PGA | Booth 230
Reno | May 12-14
 North Central | Booth #32
La Crosse | May 23-26
 Cenex Buyers Fair | Booth TBD
Fargo | June 14-16

to document for any potential legal action.

 Public Assembly
 Cathodic Test Dates

 Safety/System Checks
 Gas Checks
 Regulator Information
 … and more!

Time-Saving Tips!

 You always had ability to enter regulator information in Energy-Force™, however the

 Stormy Weather is coming! Be
sure to back-up CTLS93 and
Magic folders daily !

 Added new maintenance tables to standardize entry of Manufacturers and Stages.

manufacturer and stages were free-form fields  now they are set up in Energy-Force™.

 Increased the size of Comment/Description field to add more detailed comments such as “Snow
Shield” or other pertinent information that the driver may need.

 Budgets & Contracts ending.
Run reports to see the available
credits, gallons and balances!

 Your drivers/techs can also send a “tickler/comment” back to the office if some type of action

Karla’s Korner

 We will be asking for your assistance to standardize manufacturers and stages since they have

needs to happen. This new information collected will transmit during the normal communication
process and update regulator information in Energy-Force™ automatically.
been entered in many different ways. More information before the end of April.

Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Be sure to say hello at the Southeast Expo Convention in Nashville,
and save the dates for our User
Meeting & Conference in Saint
Louis this August!
Thanks for being a K & K Partner!
Karla

 We will soon have Training Guides, Videos and Webinars available
for you and your staff to fully utilize all of the great new Safety features.

Did you know that your business is
worth 3%-17% more
if your safety data is up to date?
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Optimizer Plus™ & Delivery Efficiency
Workshop 2016 is next week!
 The Workshop will begin with several Valued
Partner success stories!

Visit Energy-Force.com often for
updates, upcoming events,
downloads and more!

 The TRUE COSTS of inefficient deliveries with
real-world examples on how it devastates your
bottom line (an Excel template to take-home
and insert your figures will be provided).

 Why low drop sizes can be devastating to your productivity!

 Why driving with only 40% compli-

Training Lab Workshops
May, 2016

ancy actually promotes inefficiencies!
Workshops

 Why cherry-picking tanks to make
drops is both harmful and counter-productive!

 How and why rebalancing works and will improve productivity 10-70%!
 Why D.T.D.R. is mandatory to reduce trucks and/or increase market share!
It’s not too late to attend this dynamic workshop!
Because of a warmer-than-average winter, it is more critical than ever to efficiently utilize your most valuable assets ($175,000+ bobtails/trucks and drivers) to increase your
productivity, profitability, efficiency and cash-flow for your long-term future prosperity!
Contact any K & K Team Member if you would like to attend!
The workshop is for anyone that wants to improve in a very competitive environment, whether
you have Optimizer Plus™ or considering acquiring it to deliver more efficiently!

 Agendas will be coming soon!


“Work Your Data for CSR’s”
May 10-11, 2016



“Advanced Tips for SuperUsers with Energy-Force™”
May 17-18, 2016

Windows 10 Issue—The Default Printer Setting May Cause Incorrect Tickets
Please note that Microsoft has begun pushing out upgrades to Windows 10 on computers running Windows 7 or Windows 8. In some cases this
update is part of the Windows Updates. In other cases, it is completed by using an icon in the lower right of the task bar (below).
A So far there has only been one issue with Windows 10 that we have
discovered. There is a setting that allows Windows to manage the default
printer. Due to this new setting, tickets from the truck may not print correctly.

 Please visit energy-force.com for a document and more information.
This will provide you with more details for you to share with your IT department (please note, this issue is not supported by K & K)

Valued ‘Partner’ User Meeting & Conference is this August!
As promised last year, we are planning a fun and dynamic User Meeting
& Conference to be held at the Embassy Suites in downtown Saint
Louis from August 16-18th. We have many exciting events, workshops, hands-on on demonstrations, new products, and much more.
We are also planning a 30th anniversary celebration to thank you, our
valued Partners, at a special event on Wednesday night. (will be a fun
outing—details not finalized yet). We chose Saint Louis this year because it is within easy driving
distance for many of our valued partners and centrally located.
We will be sending out complete information in mid-April with an Invitation, Agenda and complete instructions. Our web page will allow you
to register for the meeting and directly with the Embassy Suites hotel to obtain a special K & K rate.
Be sure to check your e-mail (and ‘snail mail’) for more details and an invitation to attend our Valued ‘Partner’ User Meeting &
Conference very soon! We are looking forward to seeing you in Saint Louis this August to Thank You for being a’ Valued’ Partner.
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“Even if you are on the right

track, you will get run over
if you just sit there!”
K & K Events
 Webinars (4): Energy-Image
Feb. 23 and 25; 10 AM/2PM
 Optimizer Plus Workshop #4
Indianapolis | April 5-6
 User Meeting & Conference
Saint Louis | August 16-18

Conventions
 M-Pact | Booth #208
Indianapolis | March 22-24
 Southeast Expo | Booth #844
Nashville | April 8-10
 Western PGA | Booth TBD
Reno | May 12-14
 North Central | Booth TBD
La Crosse | May 23-26
 Cenex Buyers Fair | Booth TBD
Fargo | June 14-16

Time-Saving Tips!
 Be sure you have a method to
backup your data every day!

Wendt’s Propane & Oil Tribute to Local Hospice
Paul and Susan Wendt, owners of Wendt’s Propane
and Oil (Sanborn, NY), created a unique tribute to a
Niagara County organization that has helped many of their
friends and family members cope when loved ones have
been diagnosed with serious illnesses. They unveiled the
company’s newest propane truck which will also serve as a traveling tribute to Niagara Hospice.
“A year ago this past April my wife, Susan and I were in Atlanta at a trade show for the propane industry,” Paul said. “She looked around at other customized propane trucks and said, ‘Ya know, God has
blessed us. How can we build a truck that stands for what we believe in and show what he has done for
us in our lives?’ Hospice came to our minds immediately for
what they had done for us, our family, and everyone around us.”
The new truck is detailed in Niagara Hospice colors of teal and
yellow with “A better way to live… the Niagara Hospice difference” written on the bottle. The butterfly is known as the universal symbol of transformation and the life cycle, as well as a
symbol of hope - making them the perfect way to remember and celebrate the lives of loved ones.
The Wendt’s Propane & Oil truck also has the names of friends and family they are remembering
for how they have touched their hearts. Paul Wendt said his company has the same philosophy as Hospice, “No matter if Hospice is delivering supplies or making cookies for a family, or if Wendt’s Propane
& Oil is filling a barbecue tank, we as a company believe in family. And with our own experience
with Niagara Hospice, our philosophies are parallel.”
If you would like to see the full article on the web, please Google “Niagara Gazette Wendt’s Propane
Hospice Truck,” click here or click on the image below (if viewing as a PDF).

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
Wow, it has been a great 30 years
since I founded K & K in 1986!
Stop by and say hello at the conventions and be sure to attend our
Optimizer Plus Workshop and User
Meeting & Conference. Check out
our web site for updates.
Thanks for being a K & K Partner!
Karla
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Optimizer Plus™ & Delivery Efficiency
Workshop #4  Coming Soon!
Next week we will be sending an Invitation, Agenda
and Directions with links to our website where you can
register online for the Workshop and also directly with the
hotel (Holiday Inn Indianapolis airport) to receive the K & K discounted rate.

Visit Energy-Force.com often for
updates, upcoming events and more!

As in prior years, the workshop will be a half-day on Tuesday and all day on Wednesday (there
will also be a free Energy-Map™ training session on Thursday morning for anyone that would
like to attend). The workshop ends two days before the NPGA Southeast Expo starting on Friday, April 8, 2016 (you can easily drive to Nashville from Indianapolis).

 The Workshop will begin with several Valued Partner success stories.
 The TRUE COSTS of inefficient deliveries with real-world examples on how it devastates
your bottom line (an Excel template to take-home and insert your figures will be provided).

 Why low drop sizes can be devastating to your productivity!
 Why driving with only 40% compliancy actually promotes inefficiencies!
 Why cherry-picking tanks to make drops is both harmful and counter-productive!
 How and why rebalancing works and how it can improve productivity 10-70%!
 Why DTDR is mandatory to reduce trucks and/or increase market share!
 The Optigistics and K & K Teams will cover . . .
 Sub-modes / Exclusions / Parking Trucks / Tank Weights
 Tank Groups / Summer-Fall fills / “Best Practices”
 Reading daily e-mails / When to take action
 Optimizer Plus™ for Refined Fuels
Please consider attending this dynamic workshop. Because of a warmer-than-average
winter, it is more critical than ever to efficiently utilize your most valuable assets
($175,000+ bobtails/trucks and drivers) to increase your productivity, profitability,
efficiency, EBITDA and cash-flow for your long-term future prosperity!
The workshop is for anyone that wants to improve in a very competitive environment, whether
you have Optimizer Plus™, thinking about acquiring it or must start delivering more efficiently!
 Be sure to check your e-mail (and ‘snail mail’) next week for your Invitation!

Valued ‘Partner’ User Meeting & Conference this August!
As promised last year, we are planning a fun and dynamic User Meeting & Conference to be held at the Embassy Suites
in downtown Saint Louis from August 16-18th. We have many exciting events, workshops, hands-on on demonstrations, new products, and much more planned.
We are also planning a 30th anniversary celebration to thank you,
our valued Partners, at a special event on Wednesday night. (will be
a fun outing—details not finalized yet). We chose Saint Louis this year because it is within easy
driving distance for many of our valued partners.
We will be sending out complete information in mid-March with an Invitation, Agenda and complete instructions. Our web page will allow you to register for the meeting and directly with the
Embassy Suites hotel to obtain a special K & K rate.
Be sure to check your e-mail (and ‘snail mail’) for more details and an invitation to attend our Valued ‘Partner’ User Meeting &
Conference very soon! We are looking forward to seeing you in Saint Louis this August to Thank You for being a’ Valued’ Partner.
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